
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Welcome to the 18th issue of Bite by Byte.  

In this Issue, we debut the release of “BlackWish Cemetery” by Dalton. After a very long road, 

Dalton has produced a very nice example of what can be achieved with Adventure Maker. If you 

downloaded the original release, it has since been updated. Also, it should be noted that this game 

works with Windows 7. Read the review, download the game, and enjoy! 

ShadowHunter has announced an epic version of Keyguard. Now, it will be known as Keyguard Studio 

version 5. The beta version has been released to beta testers for testing. You can read an intro about 

this product in this issue. Future issues will provide more details. 

Rainbow Entertainment has jumped to life on the forums with the release of “Lady Goldsleeves”. 

Vengeance66 has been hitting the forums quite frequently with updates. It’s exciting to see someone 

with a lot of positive energy. In this issue, we look at their latest work-in-progress, “Shadows 2”, a sequel 

to “Shadows”.  As of this writing, “Shadows” is also being rewritten with AM and will include 

enhancements. 

For this issue’s discussion with VB scripting, we look at subroutine parameters and what it is to pass 

variables by reference or by value. 

We’ve had a lot of good suggestions for content in BBB, and I will try to use some of them. However, it 

would be really nice if there were more writers!  

We will be ending this year with the 20th BBB issue in December. Stay tune for October’s 19th edition for 

a contest. I don’t know what it will be yet, but I’ll come up with something. 

Until next time, keep working on those AM games and remember to use the AM forums! 

 

 

I hope you enjoy this issue! 

Reneuend 

 

  



 

The Blackwish Cemetery 

 

he Blackwish Cemetery” was developed by Dalton Costa C. de Lima. It has taken over 2 years 

to reach the final release, but the outcome was well worth the wait.  

Here is your chance to try and find the Blackwish treasure where others have failed. The 

Black Wish Family was evil back in the 1800's. Now their evil has returned. Others have tried to stop 

them but failed. Will you?  

There are several types of puzzles to solve on your way to finding the Blackwish treasure. You’ll have to 

find items, solve sequences, repeat a tune, put objects together, and save yourself from tight situations. 

The use of 360 degree panorama helps bring the player into the game. From various areas, you can look 

around 360 degrees simply by moving the mouse. This helps bring the environment to life.  

And if the imagery doesn’t creep you out, the ambient music will! Dalton has done a superb job of 

choosing the right music to set the mood in various locations. Be sure to turn up the volume. 

Don’t forget to turn off the lights and turn up the volume. This game is best played in total darkness.  

 

Without giving anything away, here are some scenes from the game. 

 

Your apartment in Sao Paulo City, Brazil

“T 



The Blackwish Cemetery continued… 

 

 

There are some mausoleums to explore 

 

 

Excellent use of 360° panorama throughout the game 

 

  

There are numerous puzzles you must solve 



The Blackwish Cemetery continued… 

 

There is more than corpses underground 

 

 

Dalton expanded the game to include some new areas to explore 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      Thank you Dalton for a great game! 

Trailer: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-kxfDfn4_o 

Download the game at: http://adventurecollection.webnode.com/ 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-kxfDfn4_o
http://adventurecollection.webnode.com/


 

 

 

f you aren’t familiar with ShadowHunter’s KeyGuard plugins, then you are really missing out the 

single biggest advancement for Adventure Maker. Previous versions of KeyGuard provided control 

over keyboard controls, mouse controls, image cursor, and animated image cursor’s. Now with 

KeyGuard Studio Professional coming soon, you will have even more control over your games.  

 

Please note that this is from my viewpoint of reviewing KeyGuard Studio Professional. If I miss anything 

important or I misspeak, I’ll fix my errors in the upcoming issue of BBB. 

 

The interface is divided in several panes. The frame selector pane in the upper left corner will show you 

the polygons and hotspots of the current AM frame being edited in KeyGuard’s main window area. 

The left pane displays the frames from the current project. This is where you will select the frame to edit 

in the main window area. 

The main window area will display the frame itself and this where you will work on the frame. 

The upper right pane gives you an up-close view where the mouse pointer is moving on the main 

window area so you can build your polygons with more precision. 

The lower right pane shows statistics for this frame as you work on it. Including the number of polygons, 

hotspots, etc.  
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Reviewing the dropdown menus 
I haven’t tested on the controls on the dropdown menus, but we will review the less obvious ones in this 

article. 

 

Project 

Save current frame: Will save the frame to the project. This 

option is generally used if the frame already exists and you 

want to overwrite it with an update. 

Save current frame as: Use this save if you want to save your 

work as a new frame. 

Save to multiple frames: I’m not sure on this one, but I have 

two theories.  

1. You can save a frame to multiple frame instances and 

tweak the copies later. 

2. You can save several frames that you worked on at 

one time. 

Export frame as picture: allows you to save a screenshot of your frame. This is useful for sharing, 

planning your work, or for building navigation with other screenshots of frames. 

Save template: I’m not sure on this, but I would think this saves it as a KeyGuard Studio file for working 

on in KeyGuard later. Whether to build a single frame, or to use a template for other frame’s. 

Run Project Simulation: Very interesting. I haven’t tried this but it seems you can test your frame from 

KeyGuard Studio. Very impressive. 

 

Edit 

Copy polygon: If you create a polygon that you want to 

reuse somewhere else. Remember. At some point, the 

polygons can be converted to hotspots.  



 

ShadowHunter! Be sure to fix the typo on this list item!  

 

Swap polygon ID: If you ever wanted to swap IDs on hotspots, here is your answer. I’m sure this will be 

useful! 

Remove polygon: for a polygon that is unwanted. I believe when you convert to hotspots, the IDs are 

resequenced. 

Remove all polygons: Careful. This will remove all the polygons on the current frame.  

 

Tools 
There is a lot under this dropdown. I won’t be going 

into detail for each of these items as I have yet to 

explore them, but I’ll try to give you a brief idea of 

what they offer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cursor Manager: This option allows you to edit the 

cursor style for each polygon/hotspot. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Status Manager: Enable or disable the status for polygons in the frame being edited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Polygon Caption Manager: Allows you to edit the caption for each polygon in the frame being edited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Trigger and Smartlink© Manager:    

Manage your polygons and hotspot setup 

from this dialog.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keystroke Manager:  No limit to key 

assignments with KeyGuard Studio 

Professional. Here you can see I set 

hotspot 1 with the [F1] key. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Create Polygon Grid: 

Have you ever used hotspot magic? 

This is similar, but offers more thanks 

to the polygon feature. You can build 

a grid of hotspots as either 

rectangular hotspots or with a 

polygon shape. 

Note: There is a button at the bottom 

of this dialog that seems to be 

mangled. At least it is on my 

machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Convert hotspots to polygons:  If you have an existing project with hotspots that you want to edit in 

KeyGuard Studio Professional, then instead of deleting the hotspots and recreating them as polygons, 

you can use this option to convert your hotspots to polygons instead. 

 

Find Polygon:  If you have a lot of polygons, and you need to find one, the easiest way is to use this 

feature. Type in the Polygon name, and the polygon will flash before your eyes, making it easy to find it. 

Export Polygon Logger:  Keep track of your polygons from a stored file. 

 

Export SmartLink© configuration:  Review your SmartLink© setup from a file. 

 



 

 

Export keystroke configuration:  Review your keystroke setup from a file. 

 

View 

Show grid: Displays a grid on the main window. This 

can be used as an aid to build polygons or for 

alignment. 

Show polygon ID: When it is on, it will display the ID 

of the polygons on the main window. You may want 

to turn them off for better view of small polygons. 

Show linked cursors: When on, the cursors are 

displayed on the main window at each polygon. 

Show connection dots: The connection dots are the 

nodes on the polygons. With it off, it might make it easier to view small polygons. When on, you can 

easily see the nodes on a polygon. 

Show polygon captions: You can create captions for each polygon using the caption manager in the 

Tools dropdown menu. This option lets you display those captions or not. 

Show background: If you have a background image on the frame you are editing, you can choose to 

display or not display this image in the Window Area. 

Show polygon logger: This displays the polygon information in the left pane. The coordinates for each 

polygon is displayed. 

Show magnifier and frame statistics: You can choose to display the magnifier pane in the upper right-

hand corner and the Frame Statistics pane in the lower right-hand corner. With it off, you have more 

real-estate for the main window area. 

Show AdventureMaker hotspots: Allows you display or not display the hotspots on the frame you are 

editing in the main window area. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Settings 

Color settings: Allows you to change the color settings for 

various KeyGuard Studio tools including: Edit Color, Runtime 

Color, Disabled Polygon Color, and Grid Color. 

Edit settings: Allows you to change the auto features on or 

off for prompt to set cursor, prompt to set polygon caption, 

and prompt to set Trigger and SmartLink©. 

Simulation settings: Allows you to set various options including: Ignore polygon and key status, Hide all 

objects during simulation, Auto disable right click menu, and disable sound effects. 

Grid Settings: Allows you to change the grid size and color. 

Detect AdventureMaker Running: You can allow KSP to check if AdventureMaker is running. I would 

assume you would use this to avoid issues with changes you are making in KSP. In which case, it would 

best to have this option on because you won’t want AM running the same project while working on it in 

KSP. 

Check for updates: This will check if there are any updates to KeyGuard Studio Professional and allow 

you to download the update if it is available. 

 

 

Help 

Help:  When available, this will contain help information for KSP. 

About: This displays who made the software and the current version 

being used. 

 

Next time we will dig deeper into some of the features shown in brief here. 

 

Thanks ShadowHunter for this great product. It took a lot of effort and will be very much appreciated. 



   
By Vengeance66                                               PRESENTS 
 
 
 

 new game is being prepared in small country called Macedonia. Shadows 2, a sequel to 

Shadows, is about a historical researcher Ian Petar Valensa. 

In Shadows 2, the story continues an amazing adventure game. Captured by someone, Valensa 

wakes 

up in a white glowing room listening to female choir singing. He doesn't remember anything!  

In the game, Valensa gets flashbacks when he finds some items or reads a note. He is searching for 

somebody the whole game but only seems to come across enemies.  

A game with 8 destinations, and Latin sequences where you need to have a Latin book in order to 

understand them all. A classic puzzle is found in every stage (still in writing process) and more effects.  

Cinema 4D is the main tool used for the graphics. It’s a great tool,  but very hard to operate with. A little 

practice will get you on the way. Also, some use of plug-ins, and VB scripts, along with the friends met 

from the forums. The game is still in progress, but It will surely be released as soon as it is finished.  

Update: The original Shadow is also being rewritten in Adventure Maker with new graphics and 

adventures. 

 

Scene from Shadows 2 

 

For more information, please visit Rainbow Entertainment’s website: http://rainbowenter.webs.com/ 

A 

http://rainbowenter.webs.com/


   
 

Understanding Passing Parameters byval or byref 

 
byval is a keyword in visual basic and stands for "by value". If you call a function or subroutine, you can 

pass a variable as a parameter.  

If you pass a variable using "byval" then you are passing a "copy" of the variable to the subroutine. That 

means whatever happens to that variable in the subroutine will not effect its original value when you 

come back from the subroutine. 

For example:  

'Starting values: 

Value1 = 5 

Value2 = 10 

 

call MangleValues(Value1, Value2) 

 

'Values after they have been changed in the subroutine 

'Note: in this case they are uneffected because we used "byval" 

msgbox Value1 

msgbox Value2 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

[code] 

sub MangleValues(byval Val1, byval Val2) 

  dim Answer 

  Val1 = Val1 + 6 

  Val2 = 2 

   msgbox "Val1 = " & Val1 



   
 

Understanding Passing Parameters byval or byref 

 
   msgbox "Val2 = " & Val2 

end sub 

[/code] 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

Now change the subroutine to use "byref". This doesn't pass a copy of the variable, but keeps a pointer 

reference to the original variable. So whatever happens to it in the subroutine will change the original 

value to the new value. 

 

[code] 

sub MangleValues(byref Val1, byref Val2) 

[/code] 

 

So, why use byref??? 

Have you ever wanted to pass values to a routine and want more than one value to come back?  

 

Here is a bad example of custom one: 

Notice how I want to get 2 values back from the routine. To do this as a function, I would have to return 

a string or an array. but, here is another and easier way to do it. 

I have routine called, “GetColorMixtures”. I pass the string value, “purple”, and have 2 more variables 

with no values: color1 and color2. 

After I run the GetColorMixtures, the variables, color1 and color2 contain values. All done by using the 

routine’s parameters. 

 

 



   
 

Understanding Passing Parameters byval or byref 

 
dim color 

color = "" 

GetColorMixtures("purple", color1, color1) 

msgbox color1 & " , " & color2 

 

------------------------------------------------ 

[code] 

sub GetColorMixtures(byval mix, byref col1, byref col2) 

 

  select case (mix) 

    case "purple": 

        col1 = "red" 

        col2 = "blue" 

    case "green": 

        col1 = "yellow" 

        col2 = "blue" 

  end select 

end sub 

[/code]



   
 

Understanding Comma-Delimited Lists 

 
comma-delimited list 

list of colors:  "red,green,blue,yellow" 

 

semi-colon delimited list: 

list of colors:  "red:green:blue:yellow" 

 

Notice how each of these lists is just 1 string and the values are separated by commas or semi-colons. 

This is what is meant by "comma-delimited list". It's used heavily in programming and string 

manipulation. It's an alternative to arrays and very useful because they are easy to work with. Also, in 

AM where you can't have global arrays, delimited lists works as globals and thats why I showed forum 

members a long time ago how to use the custom routines I built for extracting values from a list as if it 

were an array. 

 

 



 

 
 

Thinking about submitting an article? We could use some more editors. Please!!! 

Here are some ideas:  

1.  How to – draw, animation, 3D modeling, music, sound effects, coding, plugins 

2. Information about your game (must be a finished product) 

3. Information about your website 

4. Information about a plugin 

5. Puzzle or other entertainment 

6. Introduction of a AM forum member 

7. Anything you think AM members would be interested in 

You can submit articles by registering at http://www.hickchickgames.com/am_magazine/register.html .  

Please be sure that you enter the same email address you use in your profile in the AdventureMaker 

forums. This is how I verify legitimate users. After verification, I’ll give you a password and the link to the 

upload site. 

In order to make it easier to compile an issue, please submit in DOC, DOCX, RTF, or TXT formats. If you 

have several files or want to compress, the upload site is set to accept ZIP and RAR Types. If you can’t 

use any of these, please contact me by email or PM.  

 

http://www.hickchickgames.com/am_magazine/register.html

